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Betty
Boobs

August 2021 WAS A DEVASTING MONTH
FOR ME, because it is when I had an onset of
Bells Palsy on the left side of my face....

Bells Palsy Attacks the main facial nerve on
either side of your face and paralyses that
side completely...

On August 22nd I woke up to find the left
side of my face completely paralyzed by
Bells Palsy.

What made this so much more difficult to
accept is that THIS was not my first go round
with Bells Palsy....

I had the right side of my face paralyzed 8
years ago from the same thing...

Bells Palsy strikes without a warning, and in
my first experience with Bells Palsy, I woke
up with the right side of my face paralyzed.
It affected me physically, but the biggest
blow was to me mentally. The hardest
things for me to accept were that; I had to
tape my eye

Shut to sleep and when showering; because
I couldn't close my right eye. Eating and
drinking was difficult and often
embarrassing because if I tried to drink
from a glass, (like normal), whatever I was
drinking/or eating would come out/fall out
of my mouth and dribble down my face
because I could no longer close my mouth
all the way... Those are just two of the many
things Bells Palsy effects.

THE RIGHT SIDE OF MY FACE HAS recovered
about 85% and I had regained most of my
facial movement on the right side... So with
that being said I'm sure you can now
understand why after realizing I might
never recover and have both sides of face
paraylzed due to now having double bells
palsy has made me want to be an advocate
for anyone who has been affected or might
become affected like my self with Bells
Palsy.

I hope I explained well enough why
receiving a FEATURE IN YOUR MAGAZINE OR
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Betty
Boobs

ON/IN ANY PLATFORM POSSIBLE would really help
with my cause/advocacy for showing anyone who
has been affected by or may become affected by
Bells Palsy in the future that you can still follow a
dream like me with modeling, and you can live a
somewhat normal, happy, life, and follow your
dreams after Bells Palsy... Yes, it is devastating,
but it is possible to not allow something as

devasting as your face being paralyzed on both
sides stop u....

I can't express how much this would help me bring
awareness to this rare but devastating issue.

Photographers Credits: Instagram: @tawksicc
email: guyton.toliver@Gmail.com
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Brandi
Cook
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Brandi Cook is sexy, smart, loves the outdoors &
traveling …. and has a sense of humor! Being
called cute as a model so often Brandi adores
being called sexy, and she’s smart enough to
know that she is. Brandi is a scientific researcher
earning her Ph.D. in Chemistry from the University
of South Florida, with Bachelor’s and Master’s
degrees in Cellular, Molecular, and Microbiology
already under her belt. She also enjoys teaching
scientific subjects and has been a lecturer at USF
motivating and inspiring students in biology &
chemistry classes and labs.

Brandi has lived and traveled to different states
throughout the United States and looks forward to
exploring in other countries and getting to learn
about cultures from their origins. She has lived in

desert state of Arizona, mountainous state of
Montana and near the eastern and western coasts
in Florida and California respectively.

Brandi’s passion for gaining cultural
understanding may root from her Native
American up bringing, which is a culture that has
gone through historical pressures which has
created individuals who possess great humor, like
Brandi does. Brandi is always up for a good
conversation and joke, even while modeling for
the arts in body paint, she’s always open for a
good-hearted laugh and flattering compliment.

Photographers Credits: Tony Cook
(tonycookphotography.com)

Brandi
Cook
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Chasity
Kessel

I am a yoga/meditation
instructor and model,
p h o t o g r a p h e r /
producer. I love animals,
all forms of the arts,
nature, fashion,
Christmas, music etc.

Photographers Credits:
Sparkling Daisy
Photography
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Chasity
Kessel
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As a model I think
one of the biggest
challenges I face is
remembering to
watch what my
face is actually
doing. I get so lost
in my shoots,
sometimes I forget
that I am not only
fierce but that I am
also sugar..

P h o t o g r a p h e r s
Credits: David
"hump the grinder"
Humphries

Daisi
Raw
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Daisi
Raw
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Daniela
Dinu
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My name is Dana, i am 32
years old and i am a
tattoo collector. I have
discovered my passion
for this form of art when
i was in collage, i had my
first tattoo done when i
was 23 and i must say
that was the point where
i became addicted to it.
My main inspiration for
this beautiful victorian
style came from a very
well known tattoo artist -
Ryan Ashely DiCristina. I
have received so many
compliments, wherever i
go people are stunned
when they see my
tattoos especially the
one on my neck. I think
tattoos are a very
powerful tool of
seduction and Men and
women definitely do
seem to be drawn to this
form of art – I think it’s
synonymous of
exoticism and wildness,
of women who are free
spirited and don’t
conform. I do think I have
quite feminine, striking
tattoos that are sexually
appealing to men and fit
both with my aesthetic
and lifestyle. Of course,
attraction is based on so
much more than (in this
case, literally) what is
skin deep. But no one is
immune to superficial
attraction, and it’s just
one of the many
weapons in my arsenal! I
am planning more tattoo
sessions in the future, i
must say i am not a huge
fan of the pain but the
final result is all that
matters to me!

Daniela
Dinu
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Darlysia
Johnson
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Darlysia
Johnson

My name is Darlysia
Johnson. I'm 33
years old and I'm a
model. I been
modeling since I
was 17 years old. I
have a bachelor's
degree in
psychology and am
going back to
graduate school for
my masters degree
in counseling. I
dream of owning
my own beauty
brand line and my
own hair line. I have
challenges with
being too nice to
people.

P h o t o g r a p h e r s
Credits: David J.
Vickers
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Embrace your
feelings and never
let anybody put
you down!

Dawn
Fiducia
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I have always enjoyed dressing up in pinup styled
clothing since I have always like to watch the
older movies and listen to that type of music! I
have that curvy figure and sure do like all kinds of
food! As a big movie fan I also am told I look like
Marylin Monroe. She was one of my favorites! I
have visited Paris and sure liked visited all the
shops! I also live with a few on my girlfriends and
we always go out to the movies! I do not have a car
so I do a lot of walking which is healthy and I
enjoy. It would be so exciting to live in Paris! It

would be fun to do an actual pin up shoot with a
lot of classical cars, or trucks, or an old fashioned
van. It does not bother me that I do not have a
boyfriend since I have close girlfriends that I am
always with. It is fun working in retail since I get
to help ladies with choosing their outfits and they
love my witty, cheerful, bubbly personality. Living
in the city of San Diego sure is fun! There is always
something to go to!

Photographers Credits: Emma Lee Richardson

EmmaLee
Richardson
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Jaymie Joleen
Schroeder

Any added needs please let
me know

Photographers Credits:
Dunklerkunst
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Jaymie Joleen
Schroeder
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My name is Jeniffer Palacios Caraza, of Peruvian
nationality, I am 41 years old and I live in London
for 9 years and I have been in the industry for
more than 16 years, I am a plus size model,
survivor of domestic violence, cancer survivor and
single mother of 2 beautiful children, one A 22-
year-old girl and an 11-year-old boy I am an
NYCFW event organizer, dancing, extra actor
philanthropic, pageant beauty, princess of peace,

humanitarian service, etc. Being positive is my
best message, inclusion, diversity, is what I want
you show the whole world, that everything is
possible if you set your mind to it, and never stop
dreaming

Photographers Credits: Vasos photography and
Mariouszzawadzki.com

Jeniffer
Palacios
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Jeniffer
Palacios
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Jennifer
Johnson

Skydive naked
out of an airplane
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Jennifer
Johnson
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KellyMarie
Jones

My name is Kelly Marie but people usually call me
MJ just because I am always buying clothes, hats,
scarfs, and my family and friends compliment my
styles. They are know I am very fashionable with
all the outfits I put together. It would be cool to
maybe be a clothing designer. I also like to travel
and meet all kinds of people. I have some

challenges due to my anxiety but I get a lot of
support from church. I always keep a positive
attitude and love taking my own photos as a
hobby. I'll be turning 25 next month and will be
celebrating it with my church friends.

Photographers Credits: Kelly Marie Jones
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Leila
Gaskill
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Leila
Gaskill

My goals are to graduate college
with my bachelors degree in
History teacher and to teach Ohio
History. A major challenge is that
I am on the Autism Spectrum and
have a hard time out and social
settings.

Photographers Credits: Sweet
Developments Boudoir by
Stephanie Ann Bowen
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Rachel
Thomas

I am always enjoying getting new lingerie outfits
and really like this bra since it is silky with the
nude color so I wanted to submit these photos
that I took with the silky bra! I am from New Jersey
and enjoy working as a waitress since recently I
have gotten new customers and they have been
leaving me nice tips which I appreciate! It is
always a long day but I get through my days at
work since I am such a people person! I also
recently got more outfits so I will be also

submitting those too! I also have been doing
other activities around my community such as
churches and other non profit organizations. It is
nice to just be friendly since people will trust you
and they will listen to your life and you can learn
so much about their lives! There is so much out
there to learn and I enjoy learning different
things!

Photographers Credits: Rachel Thomas
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I am 32 years old and from New Jersey. I have a
cat named Sally that I take care of. I am also a
waitress and have always wanted to model. I
enjoy taking photos of myself hoping to meet
with more models. The challenges I have would
be my job since I am always working but I do love

people because I have a friendly personality. I
have many goals but I am very happy that I get
many compliments at my job since everyone
appreciates my hospitality.

Photographers Credits: Rachel Thomas

Rachel
Thomas
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Ruby
Derrière
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Ruby
Derrière
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Ruby
Derrière

Indian heritage, 10 years model and
performer experience and
headliner. UK based, got through to
Miss Pinup UK 2014 and Alternative
Model of the Year 2016 finals.
Professional cosplayer, multi-skilled
performer and beginners dance
instructor. Specialise in Burlesque,
circus, Bed Of Nails, chair acro, Pole,

Silks, LED, Stilt Walking, Fire Eater/
Breather, Promo & Ring Girl and
international alternative. Globally
published cover girl, sponsored and
agency represented.

Photographers Credits: ARISTOTLE
PHOTOGRAPHY
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Tiffany
Jones

Ever since I was a little girl, I had always
dreamed of growing up to be a
supermodel, oneday walking the runway
just like the ones I admired most; {on tv,
course}-the Victoria’s Secret Angels! What
started out as play in front of a mirror or
walking down my hall “catwalk”,
eventually turned into a genuine pursuit
as I became a teenager. After years of

compliments on my beautiful aesthetic
coming from friends, family, and even
strangers- all randomly stopping to tell me
I should start modeling, I finally agreed
and went on at 14 years old to check out
some modeling talent recruiters/schools.
And just as soon as I was ready to get
started, it was over just as quickly due to
outrageous costs.
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Fast forward 10-15 years, Life happened and
{seemingly} crushed my aspirations at the time; I
was over my head working on my bachelors
degree in nursing as well as raising a child as a
single mom. But after graduating college, things
finally began to settle down as I went on to
continue work managing a psychiatry practice; a
job that, up until recently, after 15 years I had
eventually grown to hate it. I needed a change. A
big one! And it was that very moment I knew, at 31
years old, it was now or never! So I took a risk and
quit my job, to pursue modeling full-time. I knew
that I needed to learn a WHOLE LOT, in a very short
amount of time, if I were going to be able to make

the most of getting a very late start. Since starting
this new journey, I’ve set many ambitious goals
right off the bat, and it didn’t take very long before
I was smashing them! About six months into
shooting, I had already been published in
International Model Magazine. Twice now, earning
the cover spot in their April 2021 issue! I have also
since smashed my biggest goal so far; getting cast
and walking my very first runway for HiTech Moda
and Orlando Swim week in July 2021! That
feeling, being on the runway was the most
exhilarating experience of my life! It’s inspired me
to delve into all the different styles of modeling,
with a newfound interest in high fashion and

haute couture. No I’ve only been
modeling for about two or three
years now, I feel that I’ve explored
just about all the different niches
and have developed a level of
proficiency in most, if not all of
them! My favorite will always be
runway, although some fashion
shows can be a little difficult to
get cast for, being so heavily
tattooed. But if I had to pick a
second favorite, I really love
shooting fine art and/or boudoir;
it’s such a powerful style of
shooting that really brings out
beautiful, sensual emotion, And
it’s so very empowering, all at the
same time!

My goal for 2022 is to get signed
by a few boutique agencies
around here in Orlando. I’m
already represented by a mother
agency called Modelscout, but. To
reach my truest potential, I really
need to put myself out there. And
now that my portfolio is finally
just about complete I feel I’m
ready to take it to the next level.
Also will be trying Miami & New
York, hopeful to get signed by one
or more of the big names in the
industry! I feel and believe
strongly in my look, despite being
a little older than others. My
exotic look paired with good,
youthful-genetics will be the key
to finding success in this industry;
achieving my modeling goals and
dreams that will, in the end, have
been SO worth the risk of quitting
my dayjob for something new
that pushes my creative
boundaries and makes my heart
so so very happy❣

Photographers Credits: Perc
Powell {majority}, Aaron Creamer
{2} Kelly Schneider {1} Phil
Williams{1} and Lori Dickinson of
GoSwim Girls USA {1}

Tiffany
Jones
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